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Revision P4 U3

1. Past continuous – What was happening yesterday at 5 pm?

1. We _____________________(go) to the cinema.

2. She _____________________ (shop).

3. They ____________________ (play) football.

4. He ______________________ (wait) for the bus.

5. I _______________________ (swim).

6. Mr. Wallis ______________________ (cycle)

2. Past continuous / past simple:

1. When he ____________________ (walk) in the street he ____________________  (see) an  

accident.

2. While they _______________________ (watch) TV, the phone _____________________ 

(ring).

3. John _______________________ (play) football when it ______________________ (start) 

to rain.

4. As I ______________________ (look) for the ball, the friend __________________ (come).

3. Had to / could / couldn´t

1. I ______________ read at the age of 5.

2. I ______________ look after my sister because my parents _____________.

3. I ______________ speak German so I ______________ learn it.

4. They _________________ walk faster, they were too tired.

5. She _________________ play basketball very well.

6. We ________________ help them. We ______________ study so that we _______________ 

pass the exam.

4. Materials + things

wood        gold         wool        leather         silk        plastic       glass       nylon

______________ vase                                        _______________ sweather

______________ ring                                        _______________ tights

______________ scarf                                        _______________ bag

______________ cup                                          _______________ table
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100
You watch 
movies on it

If you have a 
bow you  also 
need an ______

You can see 
through it and 
it´s easy to 
break

You can wear 
such things in 
the rain

200
You need it  
when  your 
cloths is dirty

A man in the 
war

It´s very 
expensive and 
used for 
making 
jewelery

A person, who 
asks

300

Special stuff for 
washing the 
dishes in the 
sink

Hundred times 
hundred

We make tights 
from it

A person, who 
looks for very 
old historical 
stuff

400

If you want to 
clean properly 
your mouth you 
need these 2 
things

A person who 
likes going up 
the mountain

The chemical 
sign for it is Cu

This word you 
say to a person 
who has passed 
an exam

500
Find another 
word for vacum 
cleaner

Something to 
eat that is in a 
can

It is produced 
by a very small 
beetle and was 
invented in 
China

This means 
very clever 
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Metodický list a řešení:

Revision P4 U3

1. Minulý čas průběhový – Co se stalo včera v 5 hodin?

1. We were going to the cinema.

2. She was shopping.

3. They were playing football.

4. He was waiting for the bus.

5. I was swimming.

6. Mr. Wallis was cycling.

2. Doplňování minulého času průběhového / prostého?

1. When he was walking in the street he saw an  accident.

2. While they were watching TV, the phone rang.

3. John was playing football when it started to rain.

4. As I was looking for the ball, the friend came.

3. Podle významu doplňování výrazů: had to / could / couldn´t

1. I could/couldn´t read at the age of 5.

2. I had to look after my sister because my parents couldn´t .

3. I couldn´t speak German so I had to learn it.

4. They couldn´t walk faster, they were too tired.

5. She could play basketball very well.

6. We couldn´t help them. We had to study so that we could pass the exam.



5. Materials + things

a plastic/glass vase                            a woolen sweather

a gold ring                                           nilon tights

a silk scarf                                        plastic bag

a plastic cup                                        a wooden table
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100
You watch 
movies on it
a TV

If you have a 
bow you  also 
need 
an arrow

You can see 
through it and 
it´s easy to 
break
glass

You can wear 
such things in 
the rain
a raincoat

200

You need it  
when  your 
cloths is dirty
a washing 
maschine

A man in the 
war a soldier

It´s very 
expensive and 
used for 
making 
jewelery
gold

A person, who 
asks
an interviewer

300

Special stuff for 
washing the 
dishes in the 
sink washing –
up liquid

Hundred times 
hundred
one thousand

We make tights 
from it
nylon

A person, who 
looks for very 
old historical 
stuff
an archeologist

400

If you want to 
clean properly 
your mouth you 
need these 2 
things
toothbrush 
and toothpaste

A person who 
likes going up 
the mountain

a climber

The chemical 
sign for it is Cu

copper

You say this 
word to a 
person who has 
passed an exam

congratulations

500

Find another 
word for vacum 
cleaner

a hoover

Something to 
eat that is in a 
can

tinned food

It is produced 
by a very small 
beetle and was 
invented in 
China
silk

This means 
very clever 

intelligent




